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Introduction

In recent years, the integration of generative Artificial Intelligence (AI) technologies has

significantly influenced and transformed various aspects of society, including the realm of higher

education. One notable area where this impact is particularly profound is the college admissions

process. Generative AI tools, such as ChatGPT and educational chatbots, have emerged and are

capable of assisting applicants in crafting admissions essays, automating essay scoring, and

guiding students through the application journey. Access to this technology could fundamentally

change the essay creation process and it raises questions regarding its implications for college

applicants.

This paper aims to explore the influence and transformation brought about by generative

AI on the college admissions process during the 2023 academic year. By examining current

software tools available for applicants, including ChatGPT, educational chatbots, and AI services

dedicated to providing feedback on essays, we can analyze their impact on essay quality,

authenticity, and the overall admissions experience for applicants. While this paper will mainly

focus on implications for college applicants, this paper will also analyze the perspectives of key

stakeholders, including university educators and admissions decision-makers, to understand the

opportunities and challenges associated with the integration of AI in this part of the admissions

process.

Through a synthesis of empirical studies and analysis, this paper sheds light on the

implications of generative AI in college admissions on the college applicants. It explores how

AI-driven innovations may enhance efficiency, accessibility, and fairness in the admissions

process while also raising concerns related to equity, privacy, and the development of critical

thinking skills. By providing a nuanced examination of the topic, this paper seeks to contribute to
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a deeper understanding of the evolving landscape of college admissions in the era of AI-driven

technologies.

With this context in mind, we proceed to delve into the specific ways in which generative

AI influenced and transformed the college admissions essay process during the 2023 academic

year, along with the implications of these changes for applicants and educational institutions.

Evolution of College Admissions Process

The college admissions process has undergone significant evolution over the years,

driven by societal changes, technological advancements, and shifts in educational philosophies.

Understanding this evolution provides good context for analyzing the impact of generative AI on

the college admissions process.

A. Traditional Methods of College Admissions

Historically, the college application process has been characterized by several traditional

features, each playing a significant role in admissions decisions. Among these features are

standardized tests, academic transcripts, recommendation letters, and personal statements.

Standardized tests, such as the SAT and ACT, have long been a cornerstone of the college

admissions process. These tests provide a standardized measure of a student's academic abilities

and are used by admissions committees to compare applicants from different backgrounds on a

level playing field. While some believe that these tests are biased and limited in their ability to

predict college success, standardized tests have traditionally held a lot of weight in admissions

decisions. In recent years, however, many schools have transitioned to being “test optional,”

meaning that they are no longer required to submit a complete application.
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Academic transcripts offer a comprehensive overview of a student's academic

performance throughout high school. Admissions committees look at these transcripts to assess

the rigor of a student's coursework, the consistency of their grades, and their trajectory. High

grades in challenging courses signal a student's preparedness for college-level work and are often

favored by admissions committees. In addition, recommendation letters provide insights into a

student's character, personality, and potential for success in college. Typically written by

teachers, counselors, or mentors, these letters offer a personalized perspective on a student's

strengths, achievements, and contributions to their school community. Strong recommendation

letters can enhance an applicant's profile by highlighting qualities that may not be evident from

their academic record alone.

One of the most important elements of a college application are the personal statements,

or college essays, which offer applicants an opportunity to showcase their unique experiences,

interests, and aspirations. These essays allow students to demonstrate their writing skills, critical

thinking abilities, and self-awareness to admissions committees. Personal statements provide a

holistic view of an applicant beyond their academic achievements, enabling admissions

committees to assess their fit with the institution's values and culture. These are intended to be

entirely crafted by the applicant, and often the prompts are unique to the college.

B. Introduction of Generative AI in Admissions Processes

In recent years, the landscape of generative AI technologies has expanded significantly,

introducing a plethora of powerful tools like natural language processing (NLP) models akin to

ChatGPT. These generative AI systems exhibit remarkable capabilities, enabling automation of
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tasks that were conventionally carried out by applicants, essay editors, and admissions officers.

From evaluating essays and assessing language proficiency to providing personalized feedback,

these technologies have revolutionized the efficiency and effectiveness of admissions

procedures. In addition, students have been able to use this technology to generate novel writing

that can be used in a personal essay.

Moreover, some of these models even offer accessible APIs, facilitating integration with

existing systems and further extending their utility in educational settings. This has led to the

creation of many online software services designed to automate or aid in this process. This

seamless integration not only streamlines administrative and repetitive tasks but also opens up

avenues for enhanced customization and new solutions within the college application process.

C. Factors Driving the Adoption of AI in College Admissions Essays

From a student's perspective, the utilization of generative AI for crafting and editing

essays offers some compelling benefits. Firstly, with AI-powered tools, students can swiftly

generate ideas, organize thoughts, and refine their writing with precision, saving valuable time

and energy. Additionally, the scalability of AI systems ensures that students can access assistance

regardless of the volume of work or time constraints they may face, providing support at their

convenience. Beyond mere editing, AI algorithms can also offer insights into effective

argumentation, structure, and language usage, empowering students to develop stronger, more

compelling essays. These are all possibilities of what AI can potentially do, but it very much

depends on how it is used in practice. Nonetheless, the use of generative AI in essay crafting and

editing help students quickly generate semi-high quality content and serves as a valuable

feedback tool.
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D. Key Stakeholders Involved in the Admissions Process

The evolution of the college admissions process encompasses a multitude of

stakeholders, each with unique roles and interests. Applicants navigate this journey by

submitting applications and utilizing AI-powered tools to bolster their candidacy. Meanwhile,

admissions officers take charge of overseeing the process, identify promising candidates, and

make decisions on who to admit. Educators, including teachers and counselors, stand as crucial

guides for students, offering support and resources to help them present their best selves to

colleges and universities. Additionally, policy-makers from government agencies and

educational institutions collaborate to develop policies and guidelines ensuring fairness,

transparency, and ethical use of AI in admissions practices.

In essence, the evolution of college admissions mirrors broader trends toward

automation. The advent of generative AI technologies holds significant promise for enhancing

efficiency, accessibility, and equity in admissions practices. However, it also sparks pertinent

inquiries into issues of fairness, bias, and the necessity of human judgment in the admissions

process.

Literature Review

In the realm of essay writing assistance, the integration of AI-powered tools like

ChatGPT has garnered attention. Studies by Bašić et al. (2023) and Herbold et al. (2023) shed

light on the impact of these tools on essay quality and authenticity. While Bašić et al. (2023)

found no improvement in essay quality with ChatGPT usage, it found that when aided by

ChatGPT the essays had higher text inauthenticity. It found that when used as a writing tool,

there was no evidence to suggest that the essays were of higher quality. However, Herbold et al.
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(2023) reported that AI models, particularly ChatGPT-4, outperformed human users in

generating higher-quality argumentative essays. It’s worth noting that AI generated essays in this

article were not edited by humans. The human essays were found to utilize modal and epistemic

constructions more effectively than AI generated essays.

Herbold et al. (2023) did compare different AI models and gave evidence to suggest that

they are tangibly improving. For example, ChatGPT-4 surpasses ChatGPT-3 in various areas

such as logical structure, language complexity, vocabulary richness, and text linking. ChatGPT-4

also exhibited higher linguistic diversity compared to ChatGPT-3.

The integration of ChatGPT into the academic landscape, particularly among university

students, has garnered significant attention. Notably, factors such as its user-friendly interface

and perceived utility have propelled its adoption into the fabric of the essay writing process

(Abdaljaleel et al., 2024). Nonetheless, there are growing concerns regarding the potential

ramifications of AI tools on students' creativity and critical thinking abilities (Malik et al., 2023).

Moreover, the increasing use of AI technologies in admissions processes has led to

discussions on equity and fairness. While some educators perceive AI tools as potentially

democratizing access to essay writing assistance (Singer, 2023), others argue that outsourcing

writing tasks to bots may hinder students' development of critical skills (Singer, 2023).

Additionally, the evolving admissions landscape, marked by increased application rates and

selectivity among colleges (Nietzel, 2023), underscores the need for ongoing scrutiny of AI's role

in shaping the admissions process.

In summary, the literature reflects a complex interplay between AI technologies and the

college admissions essay component. While AI tools offer potential benefits in terms of

efficiency and accessibility, concerns persist regarding their impact on students' skills
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development and the equity of admissions processes. As universities navigate these challenges, a

nuanced understanding of the implications of AI integration is essential for ensuring fairness and

promoting students' holistic development in the admissions process.

Current Software for College Admissions

Generation: ChatGPT & Delilah.AI

As an advanced text generation model, ChatGPT operates through a chat interface,

enabling users to input queries or prompts and receive human-like responses generated by the

AI. Leveraging a vast knowledge base acquired from training on internet text, ChatGPT boasts

broad utility across various topics. However, its strength lies in breadth rather than depth, as it

lacks specialization in any particular subject matter. While it offers convenience and

accessibility, it may not always provide entirely accurate or up-to-date information due to its

general-purpose nature. Despite these limitations, ChatGPT serves as a valuable tool for

brainstorming and generating content for college application essays.

Delilah.AI's College Applications Hub caters specifically to the needs of college

applicants, offering tools tailored to streamline the application process. With features such as

extracurricular activity list generation, essay idea suggestions, and AI-generated essay writing,

Delilah.AI aims to assist students in crafting compelling application materials. Notably, the

service emphasizes the importance of user input and editing, encouraging students to use the

generated content as a starting point for their own revisions. By focusing on college application

components beyond essays, Delilah.AI demonstrates the versatility of generative AI in

optimizing various aspects of the admissions process.
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Editing: The Princeton Review

The Princeton Review, renowned for its educational services, including test preparation

and admissions counseling, now incorporates AI into its offerings for college admissions essay

review.

The company's AI college admissions essay review service provides users with

comprehensive feedback on their essays. For a subscription fee of $99 per month, students gain

access to unlimited essay reviews, featuring evaluations on clarity, coherence, grammar,

structure, storytelling, prompt relevance, and concision. Notably, The Princeton Review

emphasizes that its AI service focuses solely on providing feedback and does not generate essays

on behalf of users. By leveraging AI technology, the service offers a cost-effective alternative to

traditional human essay reviewers, with a quicker turnaround time. Moreover, the company

reassures users that essays reviewed using AI software will not raise red flags with colleges,

highlighting the evolving landscape of admissions evaluation methods.

Evaluation: Fine-Tuned Model for College Essay Evaluation

Researchers at the University of Pennsylvania have developed a fine-tuned AI model for

evaluating personal qualities in college admissions essays, aiming to augment traditional human

review processes.

This AI model analyzes essays for specific keywords indicative of desired personal

qualities, such as determination or ambition. By aligning with human reviewers' assessments of

these qualities, the model enhances its accuracy in evaluating essays. Moreover, the study

suggests that the AI model's evaluation outcomes remain consistent across demographic
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subgroups, indicating potential mitigation of bias. However, it's essential to acknowledge the

influence of training data on model performance, as biases inherent in human evaluations may

transfer to AI systems.

Notably, the study found that the AI model's predictions of college graduation likelihood

were comparable to those of human raters, underscoring its utility in aiding admissions

decision-making. This convergence suggests the potential for AI to complement or even replace

certain aspects of traditional admissions processes, offering efficiency and objectivity in

evaluating applicant qualifications.

Implications for Applicants (Analysis)

Applicants are likely going to benefit from the increases in efficiency and accessibility

that generative AI tools offer. Tools like ChatGPT and Delilah.AI offer applicants the ability to

swiftly generate ideas, organize thoughts, and refine their writing with precision. This

streamlines the essay writing process, saving valuable time and energy for applicants. The

scalability of AI systems ensures that students can access assistance regardless of the volume of

work or some time constraints they face, providing support on demand when it is most

convenient. This accessibility democratizes access to essay writing assistance, especially

considering that most tools cost significantly less than a professional college counselor.

The AI algorithms used to review essays can be quite sophisticated, with some having an

incredibly large knowledge base. AI can offer insights into more effective argumentation,

structure, and language usage methods. This can empower students to write stronger and more

compelling essays. While there may be valid concerns about authenticity, studies have shown
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that access to AI models like ChatGPT-4 don’t result in objectively higher quality essays than

essays written without the assistance of these models.

AI-powered essay review services, such as those offered by The Princeton Review,

provide comprehensive feedback on essays at a fraction of the cost of traditional human

reviewers. This affordability makes high-quality feedback more accessible to a wider range of

applicants, regardless of their financial background. These AI services also often offer quicker

turnaround times, allowing applicants to receive feedback and iterate more easily and more

frequently.

On the evaluation side, there are reports that colleges, especially those with a high

volume of applications are using AI to automate many parts of the essay review process already

(Claybourn, 2023). While it’s likely that these AI models are not completely accurate or even

better than a human at reviewing student application essays, it could be used to mitigate bias and

ensure consistency in admissions decisions. Students and families have long held the concern

about fairness and objectivity in this process, and AI could be an improvement.

While AI tools offer valuable assistance in crafting and editing essays, there are concerns

about their potential impact on students' creativity and critical thinking abilities. Some educators

worry that outsourcing writing tasks to AI, even if it’s a subset of the tasks, may hinder students'

development of essential writing skills. It's important that applicants recognize the balance

between utilizing AI tools for assistance and actively engaging in the writing process to cultivate

their own writing style and personal voice. Using AI as a supplement rather than a substitute can

ensure that applicants continue to develop these skills throughout the admissions process.
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Implications for Educational Institutions (Analysis)

Generative AI tools offer the potential to streamline and automate various aspects of the

admissions process, whether it is essay evaluation or application review. Educational institutions

can benefit from increased efficiency in handling a large volume of applications, reducing

manual labor and administrative costs associated with traditional admissions procedures. By

leveraging AI-powered tools for tasks such as essay evaluation and application screening,

institutions can allocate resources more effectively and focus on other critical aspects of

admissions decision-making. This could include allocating more time to close decisions, or

spending more time and resources on marketing the school to high school students.

The adoption of AI technologies in admissions processes has the potential to enhance

accessibility and promote equity in higher education. AI-driven evaluation models may help

mitigate bias in admissions decisions by providing consistent assessments across demographic

subgroups. Educational institutions can leverage AI to foster a more inclusive admissions

environment and ensure fair treatment of all applicants. However, it is important to consider that

automated approaches could definitely still include bias, especially if there is bias embedded into

the models.

While AI technologies can automate certain aspects of the admissions process, they

should complement rather than replace human judgment. Educational institutions must strike a

balance between leveraging AI for efficiency and preserving the human element in admissions

decision-making. While AI models can offer valuable insights and assistance, human evaluators

bring nuanced understanding, empathy, and contextual awareness to the admissions process.

Institutions should maintain transparency regarding the use of AI technologies in admissions and

uphold the importance of human judgment in holistic candidate evaluations.
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Institutions should provide guidance on responsible use of AI, encouraging students to

view them as supplements rather than substitutes for authentic self-expression and intellectual

engagement. They should establish clear guidelines and protocols for the ethical use of AI in

admissions, addressing concerns related to privacy, fairness, and transparency. Monitoring and

evaluation are essential to assess the effectiveness and implications of AI-driven admissions

practices, allowing institutions to make informed decisions.
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